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SUBMISSION OF BOMA

In its Decision and Procedural Order No. 8, the Board approved a partial settlement proposal

which settled all but two issues in this proceeding. In Procedural Order No. 11, the Board

scheduled an oral hearing on those two unsettled issues for January 30 and 31, 2020. Those

unsettled issues were:

"What level of control should OBA custon2ers have over the addition, ~~emoval, and
reinstatement of~thircl party charges on their Enbridge bill through the OBA program"
("Level of Customer Control"); and

"What restrictions, if any, should be placed on billing OBA customers.for penalty, exit, or
termination fees or sirnzlar charges through the L'nbridge bill" ("Termination Fees").

While BOMA was not able to attend the oral hearing on January 30 and 31, 2020, for personal

reasons, BOMA has reviewed the transcripts of the two days' proceedings carefully, as well as,

of course, the evidence, including IRs and replies to IRs filed during the inoizth of January by the

various parties.

Level of Customer Control

• BOMA's understanding is that under the current regime, the billers advise Enbridge when

to add or remove charges on the Enbridge bill and the amount of those charges.

Customers camlot direct Enbridge to add or remove a third party charge.

• Customers can call Enbridge to dispute whether a charge is valid or create a dispute

through the Enbridge Gas website if they have an online account. In either case,

Enbridge logs the custo~nei•'s dispute claim in its dispute tracker system, and repot`ts it to

the biller ii1 Enbridge's daily dispute report on the same day or the next day. Enbridge
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logs the dispute as a CPA or non-CPA dispute, which categorization is decided by

Enbridge staff. Enbi-idge does not remove the disputed charge from the bill at this stage.

• The biller is required to coimnunicate the status of each customer billing dispute to

Enbridge's biller hotline by email on or before the due date. The due date is forty-five

days for aCPA-related dispute and fifteen days for a non CPA-related dispute.

• If the dispute is not settled by the due date, Enbridge will close the dispute, remove the

disputed charge from the bill, and block that product from being billed to that customer

by that biller going forward.

• If the biller deems the dispute to be settled before the due date, they advise Enbridge.

Enbridge then reinstates the charge on the customers' bill.

• If the customer then calls to say the dispute is not resolved in his view, the dispute is

again noted on Enbridge's tracking; system. However, in this case, the biller only has the

original due date (fifteen days or forty-five days from the date of the customer's first

complaint), plus five business days to resolve the dispute.

• If the biller has not reported the dispute as settled before the new due date, Enbridge will

close the dispute, credit the disputed charge to the customer, remove the charge from the

customer's bill, and block that product from being billed to that customer by that billet-

going forward.

• If the customer coiztacts Enbridge again to say that the dispute is still clot resolved, the

process does not start again. Rather, Enbridge will close the dispute and remove the

amount from the bill, and block that product from being billed to that customer by that

biller going forward.
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The above description of Enbridge's existing process was taken from Enbridge's Evidence-in-

Chief, filed January 30, 2020, pp4-5, and the summary of t11e existing regime in the Settlement

Proposal at pp10-11.

BOMA proposes an adjustment to this regime. BOMA believes that the customer should be

able, at any time, directly or through its authorized agent, to direct Enbridge to remove any non-

regulated utility charge from the bill. Once that charge is removed from the bill, it can be put

back on the bill only by the customer's direction, or that of the customer's authorized agent, or by

the biller, provided that the biller includes, as part of its direction to reinstate the charge, a

current written authorization of the customer or its agent. BOMA snakes this proposal for the

following reasons:

1. Under the current re~iine, the customer does not have adequate control of his relationship

with the company that supplies the service or equipment (approximately 95% of the

equipment supplied are gas-fired water heaters), if that supplier is billing the customer

through Enbridge's gas bill, as can be seen from the description of the current regime,

above. The customer cannot direct Enbridge to remove the offending charge from its bill.

It can only advise Enbridge that it disputes the bill. It is then up to Enbridge to advise the

biller, to set the deadline for the biller's response, and to determine the nature of the

dispute, as CPA-related or not. Moreover, Enbridge takes advice from the biller, not the

customer, as to whether the dispute has been resolved. The evidence suggests that in

many instances, the biller and the customer disagree on whether the dispute has been

resolved. All of these characteristics of the existing process diminish the customer's

control of its own bill, can result in the charge remaining on the bi11, while the dispute is

laboriously sorted out. To have ail a}~pi-opriate degree of control, the customer must be
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able to direct Enbridge to remove a charge which the customer disputes very quickly,

certainly, within ten days of the customer's request. Mr. Grochmal provided evidence on

behalf of HVAC, which stated:

"I don't accept however that if cz customer tells Enbric~ge directly that they don't
want a third party charge on their bill, it is okay for Enbridge to ignore their
direct instruction. This gives third patty billers inoYe rights to control what is on
my bill than I have. "

The customer should also be able to direct Enbridge to remove the customer's liability for

all identical future charges for that equipinei~t or service. It is not appropriate for

Enbridge to have any further active role in the settlement of the dispute after the

customer's first direction. Enbridge should remove the charge from the bill and advise

the biller that it has done so.

2. Under the present rules, the biller can direct Enbridge to reinstate the charge on the bill,

without providing evidence that the customer has agreed to the reinstatement. Vista has

provided evidence that billers have, in many instances, advised Enbridge that it and the

customer have settled the dispute when, in fact, they have not, and have documented

several cases of this abuse. In these cases, customers have had to continue to pay the

charge, notwithstanding the fact that they dispute the charge. As noted above, the

customer must then advise Enbridge a second time that the charge remains on its bill and

the process to remove it must start all over again. Enbridge states that they do clot require

the biller to provide evidence that the customer agrees with the biller that the dispute has

been resolved because they have assumed, without checking even on a selected basis with

the customer, that the customer agrees that the dispute has been resolved. BOMA

proposes that the charge, and all fl~ture charges for t11e san7e piece of equipment, can be
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reinstated only if the biller is able to present evidence to Enbridge of the customer's

agreement, in writing, or an electronic equivalent, a copy of which confil-ination must be

included with the biller's request to reinstate the charge. Enbridge must not reinstate the

charge if it has not received the customer's confirmation in the agreed form. The

customer's confii-~nation must be provided no earlier than two business days prior to the

date on which the biller seeks reinstatement. In other words, it must be

contemporaneous. The form of the confirmation should be developed and implemented

under the revised OBA program rules. The onus should not be on the customer to have to

contact Enbridge a second dine to advise that the dispute, which it previously alerted

Enbridge to, has not been settled.

3. BOMA does not believe that this change in rules can be deferred to future discussions on

rule changes. The problem needs to be addressed now in this proceeding. Moreover, the

major biller, Enercare, has made it clear during this proceeding that it will not agree to

any significant amendments to the current practice with respect to the degree of customer

control, and the Board should i~ot anticipate that Enercare will be any snore flexible in

any future negotiation. Failing to act i7ow is just "kicking the can down the road".

4. As noted above, Enbrid~e has confirmed in this proceeding that it does not verify that

when a third party biller advises Enbridge that a customer dispute has been resolved, and

the biller's charge should continue to be on or should be put back on the bill, that the

customer has agreed. Enbridge does not ask the customer for evidence or check with the

customer (Exhibit 1, Staff 9 and Exhibit 1, HVAC 39).
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5. BOMA believes that the practice of the Canadian Payments Association ("CPA"), in

respect of authorization to CPA members for pre-authorized payments, provides a good

model for dispute resolution. CPA rules provide that if a payor (customer) directs the

CPA member to cease making pi•e-authorized payment arrangements, the member (the

financial institution) must do so, based on that direction, unless and until the customer

provides further direction otherwise. The CPA approach is an example of a snore

customer-friendly and alternative practice for the removal and reinstatement of third

party biller charges.

6. Enbridge's statement of its position is at best ambiguous. Enbridge states that it does not

believe that OBA customers should direct the addition of a third party charge to the

Enbridge bill on the grounds that "it would be administratively burdensome and

expensive". However the issue before the Board is not whether the customer can add a

third party charge to the bill, but whether it can direct the removal of a third party charge,

which it disputes from the Enbridge bill (oui• emphasis). These are different issues.

Enbridge needs to address the removal issue. It has not done so. Moreover, Enbridge has

not provided any concrete or quantitative evidence on the additional expense of allowing

the OBA customer to direct the removal of third party charges from the bill, or, for that

matter, to add a third panty charge to the bill.

7. Enbridge proposes an updated approach, which includes the following changes:

(a) A11 disputes, whether CPA-related or i~ot, nnist be resolved in fifteen days, failing

which, the disputed charge would be credited back to the customer and the charge

and bill type code would be removed from firture billing. BOMA agrees that
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removing the requii•einent for Enbridge to identify disputes as CPA versus non-

CPA would assist Enbridge. BOMA has never understood the need to snake such

a distinction in the first place or the origins of that proposal.

(b) If a customer contacts Enbridge, after the biller has reported to Enbridge that the

dispute with that customer has been resolved, and the customer• indicates that the

dispute has not been resolved, Enbridge would credit the charge back to the

customer and the charge and bill type code would be blocked from future billing.

Enbridge's proposals inay enable disputes to be settled snore quickly. However,

they falls short of what is required, as it continues to permit the biller to advise

Enbridge to reinstate a charge that the customer has disputed without written

contemporaneous confirmation from the customer that the dispute has been

settled. That feature of the existing process is host harmful of the customer's

control of its own bill, and tilts the field in favour of the biller.

(c) Enbridge also argues that its proposals minimize changes to the OBA program

back office processes and system changes and their associated costs (Ibid, p6).

However, Enbridge does not specify what this cost would be. Moreover, that

argument is slot persuasive because Enbridge shareholders already benefit from

the program, as they receive a share of biller fee revenues. BOMA would accept

reduction of the ratepayers' allocation if Enbridge provided credible evidence that

the additional costs to accommodate BOMA's proposal exceeded the current

shareholders' benefit from the grogram.
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(d) BOMA does not agree with Enbridge that its proposals would "take away the

opportunity for customers and billers to resolve issues that may siu7ply require a

clarification between the parties". If the biller can provide a statement that the

dispute is settled, which includes evidence as described above that the customer

agrees that the dispute is settled, within a fifteen day period from the customer's

complaint to Enbridge, that dispute can be settled just as quickly as it can under

the Enbridge proposal.

Termination Fees

BOMA is of the view that Enbridge should not allow any penalty, exit, or termination fees, or

any similar post-contract charges, from third party billers on the Enbridge bill. BOMA is of this

view for several reasons:

1. The amounts of these fees are large, often between $300.00 and $600.00, which is at least

ten to fifteen tunes larger than the typical monthly rental payments for water heaters. In

many cases, contracts between the biller and the customer do not exist to support these

payments, in other cases contracts were entered into during the period when such

contracts were illegal under the Consumer Protection Act. These large payments need to

be addressed separately fi-oin the issue of the customer's control over its bill because they

raise additional issues to those raised by the ongoing rental payments.

2. The evidence of Mr. Roger Grochmal, on behalf of the HVAC Coalition, an engineer

with long experience in the industry, and currently the owner of an energy services

company, which was not seriously challenged during the hearing, is that the Olen Bill
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Program effectively makes Enbridge a collection agency for the third party biller (Mr.

Gi•ochmal, January 10, 2020 evidence, p4).

3. Mr. Grochmal also stated that even if the customers had more control over their bills

generally, it is still necessary to prohibit termination fees. He stated:

"Unfortunately, the customers who would not be protected by having control over
their bill czre the ones that are the most vulnerable. For many customers, if'they
are told by a biller they have to pc~y a ,$200 exit.fee on their utility bzll to change
water heaters, they Jnight call Enbridge to aslz if they have to pay that utility bill.
When Enbridge tells them it will come off the bill, problem solved. Amore
vulnerable customer, though, li7ze c~ senior living alone, or c~ new immigrant still
grappling with Canadzc~n practzces, mczy be less lilzely to object or czslz questions.
If the biller says they have to pay, and the charge tuns up on their Enbridge bill,
they will assume they have to pczy. Otherwise, why would their utility include it in
their bill?"

4. Placing the termination fee on the Enbridge bill lends additional credibility to the fee.

Mr. Grochinal stated that:

"A third party bill doesn't cczYry the sarree weight czs a bill,from the gas utility"
(HVAC Response to Board Staff IR #2).

He also stated:

"People pay their utility bills much more readily than other bills just because they
ale utility bzlls" (Ibid, p17).

Finally, in response to Board Staff IR #1 to HVAC, Mr. Grocllinal stated:

"If the charge is less tlac~n about $500.00, ouv~ experience is that »post customers
will pay it to get the monkey off their back, even though they »~czy not believe it is
fair cznd even thoiiglz they I~czve never see~~ the contract they care supposed to have
signed. I note that when they c~s1z Ene~~ccz~~e.foi^ c~ copy of ZheiY contract, they are
c~c~visec~ that they have to pay c~ $50.00 c~Ychiving.fee to see it" (HVAC Response
to Board Staff IR #1, pl ).

5. Recent research conducted by Enbridge in 2011, on Third Party Billing Perceptions,

states that:
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"There is confusion around the i^elationship Fnbridge has with tl~i~d party bille~~s;
only hc~lf~ (48%) czre aware that Enbridge is not affiliated with energy service
providers included o~z the F.,~zbi~idge bill. Fven fewer (43%) aYe aware that
Enbriclge sloes Jzot sup~or^t or~ endoi~sc these services" (our emphasis) (Vista
evidence, January 10, 2020, Attachment A; Research was submitted as evidence
by Enbridge in EB-2011-0354, Exhibit 1, Tab D, Schedule 20.2, Attachment).

BOMA is not aware of any snore recent research that contt-adicts these findings and was

filed in this proceeding.

6. In responding to one of Mr. Millar's questions at the hearing, Mr. Grochinal pointed out

that, although additional information on customer's rights will be circulated as a result of

the partial settlement agreement, "you don't necessarily post it on the fridge" and over

time, customers may easily forget the information, so that while the extra information

helps, it does not alleviate his concerns (Tr.2, p78). Similarly, the Board's proposed

change to GDAR defining the priority of payment of items on the Enbridge bill (gas first)

was not sufficient to change his view. He stated:

"So you can create a priority btct whether my right to dispute a charge or to, you
know, ensure that I am not facing a disconnection? and maybe there should be a
disclaimer on the bill that not paying thii~cl party charges won't get your^ bzll —
you~ gas dzsconnected, because that's the, fear that's in people's heads that we see,
anyway„ (Tr.2, p79).

7. Vista's evidence on the issue of customer- control o~ its bill and termination fees is similar

to Mr. Grochinal's evidence. In Vista's evidence filed on JanLlary 10, 2020, Vista states:

~~10. In VIS7'f~ ~S VleW, 1Y2f01^i92G'Cl~ 1Jy j0T2gS1L111L1~1T1g ~Jlil'ZlCZ~7ClZZOlZ Z72 t12e ~~f~ ~JI"Og'1^C1112,
this customer perception i^enclei~s pas^tics-~Iai^ly problenzc~tic the ability of tltiird
party billers to il2clude penalties, exit or- tei~mi~~cation.fees, or similar cha~~ges, on
tl~e Erzbriclge bill. I~z VISTA 's expej~ience cti~sto~7~ers feel compelled to pay these
chc~~~ges despite disputing tJzei~ vczliclity, because they care on t1~e EnbYidge bill cznc~
in order to maintain gas service.

11. hz the context of customer perceptioizs tlzat thiYd party biller-s a~~e somehow
related to of~ er~c~o~~sed by Enbi~iclge c~nd that pczyineizt of their charges is required
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in oNder to mc~intaii~ gas service, allowing penalty, exit or te~~jnination fees on the
Enbridge bill can falsely legiti»2ize those charges or unduly coerce customers into
paying those charges despite legitimate and continuiszg dispute regarding the
validity ofthose chafges.

12. For this reason, Enbridge should not be engaged zn any wc~y in contract
enforcement or collection activities for third party billers. "

8. Vista also suggests that there is no business requirement that third party billers use the

Enbridge bill for collection of legitimate post-contract charges. Vista states that:

"If a customer agrees on the legitimacy of the charge, he or she is generally
willing to pczy such chaYge by credit card or electronic funds transfer (Ibid, p8).

9. Vista also points out that buyers have abused t11e right to have postdated charges on the

customer bill, as evidenced by a series of orders by the Commissioner of Competition (in

2014-2015) concerning the anti-competitive nature of such charges.

10. Finally, the Board should take note of the history of the OBA program in snaking its

decision, in particular, the fact that in 2002, Enbridge sold its water heater rental business

that was then carried on by a separate, non-regulated Enbridge entity, to Centrica PLC

(operating as Direct Energy, and later Enercare) for $1 billion. One of the tei-~ns of that

sale was that the purchaser, Centrica, would have the exclusive right to bill their

customers (at the time, the Enbi-idge affiliate had 1,300,000 water heaters with

customers). While at that time the anti-competitive consequences of the arrangement

inay not have been clear, over the years and after the Enbridge bill had been opened to

other energy service providers, the anti-competitive aspects of termination fees on the

Enbridge bill ]lave become clearer.

*ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF BOMA*
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